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Abstract
A smart grid can help utilities conserve energy, cut costs, increase reliability and accountability, and
increase efficiency in processes. Nevertheless, the growing use of IT-based electrical power systems
increases the vulnerabilities of cyber security causes which increases the importance of cyber security in
interconnected power grids. Utilities should understand protection of the smart grid, including vulnerable
areas, strategic issues, layered security. However, there is a lack of awareness over the country since the
inhabitants less informed about its importance in our life to transform into a smart grid and being part of
this plan. Knowing that the government started already contributing to be part of the smart grid, the
whole country should be awarded of its significance and the strategies consequences of such vital change.
This project aims to build a program that is compatible to all smart phones where it can provide clear
information of the smart grid and ways to be part of it. The program will have an interactive interface
showing the user the consumption of electricity instantaneously. Besides, for the providers, the program
will show how are they contributing to the grid and ways of reducing the electricity bills. This project
discusses important information about the smart grid and features that the program should have to
provide a better experience to the customers but mainly the large energy users that play a relatively larger
rule in consuming electricity.

Keywords: Smart Grid, Carbon emission, Electricity market, Functionality approach,
Broad approach
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Chapter 1
1.1 Background
The current conventional grid doesn’t satisfy the new technologies requirements and needs. Since
“The current electric power infrastructure was designed to utilize existing technology and handle the
requirements defined during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The increasing demands on an aging
infrastructure can only be met by the fine-grain control and insight into consumer demand that the smart
grid promises to deliver.” (Tony Flick, 2011) Although the traditional power grids provide the transmission
and distribution of electricity, there is no doubt it’s not efficient and sufficient to the latest requirements
since it has numerous issues with the current demands in many aspects that will be discussed shortly. In
simple words, the conventional grid allows the power to flow only into one direction. From generation
supplies through transmission- distribution system to the end clients. “The traditional power grid is
basically the interconnection of various power systems elements such as synchronous machines, power
transformers, transmission lines, transmission substations, distribution lines, distribution substations, and
different types of loads. The generation stations are located far from the power consumption area and
electric power is transmitted through long high voltage transmission lines.” (Faizan, 2020)
The new trend in electric grid operation and management is the smart grid which is an enhanced
power network that uses professional way of communication to deliver energy to customers. The smart
grid provides solution to many obstacles that was faced when using outdated electrical grid. “This system
allows for monitoring, analysis, control and communication within the supply chain to help improve
efficiency, reduce energy consumption and cost, and maximize the transparency and reliability of the
energy supply chain. The smart grid was introduced with the aim of overcoming the weaknesses of
conventional electrical grids by using smart net meters.” (Techopedia, 2020) What is good about those
devices is that it allows not just operators but users also to monitor and respond instantaneously due to
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the updated information provided. The entire smart grid network is integrated at all locations to control
the electricity consumption. A smart grid has the ability to supply electrical power from various distributed
resources, such as wind turbines and solar power systems. What is really fascinating about the smart grid
is the ability to combine it with the renewable resources to provide the electricity needed from clean
resources as mentioned by IRENA “With renewable power shares sure to continue increasing, smart grid
technologies in combination with appropriate supporting policies and regulations will be essential to
transform the electricity system and create the grid infrastructure to support a sustainable energy future.”
(IRENA (International Renewable Energy Agency), 2013).
Studies shows how smart grid are way better and efficient than the traditional grid. Table 1 shows
a comparison of both traditional and smart grid. Energy consumption, generation, and storage, new
products and services and more are compared for both systems. The studies reflect many developments
in the grid that are more robust, capable of performing new functions in line with the current scenario
where the use of renewable energy is compulsory, and the energy market is decentralized. The current
traditional won’t bear the necessities where the smart grid will do the job perfectly. (Zhou, 2013)
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Table 1 Comparison between traditional and smart grid (Gudzius, 2011)
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1.2 Statement of problem
Day by day, we see new companies start developing in the country mainly in Dubai where EXPO 2020 is
almost here, we see some companies cover big industrial areas where their electricity consumption is
relatively high. The ultimate aim of this project to bring those large firms into the smart grid of Dubai.
Those national and international companies that work in industrial field use a lot of energy that adds to
their electricity invoices where they could use their own spacious areas to produce energy that could be
an advantage for both parties where they could easily reduce their electricity bills and help the city build
a stronger smart grid. The focus in this project is to provide a smooth procedure for companies in UAE to
be part of the smart grid where they could simply apply through a program to be part of Dubai’s Smart
Grid for a better future of Dubai.

1.3 Project goals
The study aims to produce a solution where organizations around the globe can reduce their energy costs
through applying the smart grid solution, which will reduce their costs and have a marginal increase in
their profits. The smart grid solution aims to solve not a singular problem but at a wide range of issues
that organizations face when they try to yield products but have insufficient budget due to high energy
proportion needed in their manufactures. Some of the issues smart grid tackles are as follow:
•

Fault protection

•

Outage management

•

Dynamic control over voltage

•

Weather data integration

And many other solutions as well to a wider range of problems, however the main focus of this paper is
to gather these organizations and have them apply into UAE smart grid solutions so that can be connected
all around the globe with the best solutions.
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1.4 Methodology
To start with, the first thing to do is to spread awareness about this concept through social media
and seminars for companies with high consumption of energy and that covers big areas. Basically, an app
will be designed to provide all needed features that will give the clients a full detailed of the smart grid.
Also, it will show how to become a member of this campaign and the results before applying to it by
calculating the production that they can be making when being part of the smart grid and the effects on
the electricity bills over the long run.
Currently, DEWA is doing its best to provide all electricity needed for EXPO 2020 through different
sources. “DEWA is implementing the Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park project, one of the
largest strategic Independent Power Producer (IPP) projects worldwide in renewable energy with
anticipated 1,000 MW production capacity by 2019 and 3,000 MW by 2030. Allocating 100 MW to power
Expo 2020 Dubai, the pioneering Solar Park also endorses Dubai Plan 2021 that seeks to consolidate
Dubai’s position as a smart, integrated and connected city with cutting-edge infrastructure that supports
the Emirate’s phenomenal social and economic development.” (AlBawaba, 2016) Besides, “Additionally,
DEWA’s smart initiatives, supporting Dubai’s Smart City initiative to transform Dubai into the world’s
smartest city, will contribute to strengthening the services and facilities for hosting the Dubai Expo 2020.
‘Shams Dubai’ will connect solar energy to exhibition venue while the ‘Green Charger’ initiative will
provide three types of electric vehicle charging stations” (AlBawaba, 2016) The information provided
above shows how it’s important to be ready by all means to provide the clients with the power needed
which forces us to work harder and provide even better solutions to the country in order to maximize the
generation of electricity efficiently. As mentioned by DEWA based on and as part of its efforts to help the
Smart Dubai project, the Shams Dubai project launched by DEWA enables customers to install
photovoltaic panels on their rooftops to produce renewable energy and link the systems to the power
grid. Where the electricity produced by the panels will be used to power up the place and in case there
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was a surplus, the electricity will be channeled to the network. (DEWA, 2019) This shows how DEWA will
be supporting such initiatives where it will supply all needed connection to smooth the process.
The objective of this project is to design a solution for power authorities in United Arab Emirates,
mainly Dubai, to maximize the efficiency of the smart grid network in the city especially with EXPO 2020
is few months away. Mainly, app is created to make it way easier to the customers to directly understand
and observe the importance of the smart grid especially for large corporations. Also, awareness campaigns
should be all over the city and also through social media to cover as many clients as possible. Large firms
are the main target to stay within this project; therefore, they should be contacted, and such information
should be well channeled to them.
The solution will show a full flow chart of the smart grid concept in Dubai powered by DEWA. It
will allow companies to understand how the procedure of the smart grid works and how applying will
affect the existing network and the benefits of being part of it. The solution will smooth the complicated
process where it will allow the companies to register themselves through an easy both IOS/Android
supported systems where the interface is user friendly and provide trouble-free series of steps to be part
of the network. So basically, the main functions that should be in the soltuion are as following:
1- Smooth user-friendly interface that shows a brief overall process of Smart grid network
2- Detailed information of the importance of being part of the smart grid
3- Easy registration method with simple steps
4- Smart metering that shows instantaneous measures of the electricity
5- Calculation of the next bill with deduction due to the smart grid contribution
The app will focus on brining the attention to all related aspects to the smart grid in Dubai where it will
support the registered companies to be part of Dubai’s smart grid.
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1.5 Limitations of the Study
The study have certain limitations and they are as follow:
•

Not enough data on smart grid solutions were found, which limited the scope of the study.

•

Not enough resources were available on this study albeit a very important subject that need to
be tackled to solve energy problems in multiple regions around the world.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
Since the concept of smart grid is widely reputed, already many companies have announced their
willingness to have it activated starting with Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA). DEWA has
initiated their goal of providing customers with accurate and immediate readings. Based on DEWA’s
website the concept of using smart meters in smart grid is basically the smart meters will provide full and
immediate record of the electricity consumption using specific technologies within the meters. DEWA has
already established this initiative and there has been already execution of changing the old outdated
mechanical meters into smart meters starting from 2016 and expected to finish in 2020. (DEWA, 2020)
The data collected through these measurements would be available to consumers to monitor real usage,
resulting in solutions to rationalize the use of power and water supplies.
DEWA has put a lot of efforts to obtain its target of smart metering, countless collaboration with
international companies to deliver the best technologies to the clients and has just recently renewed its
partnership with Honeywell to add another 250,000 smart meters across Dubai since their focus is all
about smart metering. DEWA has commenced its unique program which is Smart Applications via Smart
Grid and Meters where this program work toward building an advanced infrastructure that can help Dubai
to become the world's smartest and happiest city. The plan involves many initiatives aimed at enhancing
energy efficiency by investing in projects worth up to AED 7 billion, scheduled for completion in the short,
medium and long term until 2035. Also as mentioned in Gulf news at World Energy congress: DEWA works
enthusiastically to support the smart grid concept since it is considered crucial when talking about
developing Dubai’s infrastructure to prepare and make Dubai the smartest and happiest city in the world.
” (WAM, 2019)
According to the vision of GridWise; a renowned organization that have implemented some
Smart Grid solutions, the responsibility for the management of “community” of devices and machine
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entities is shared by the resulting new grid. The new grid is supposed to be extremely smart in line with
the same vision. Electric and interactive system; one with the sharing of decision-making knowledge
Capability and prospects depending on the market. (Salman)
However, not enough information is provided by other utilities. Smart grid concept should be
widely shared and spread to all citizens and everyone whether they’re living in Dubai or not should have
the opportunity to be part of it. First, they should understand the importance of it and how It will affect
the future of the country. Next, they should know the steps and the procedure to apply and be part of it.
Finally, the results obtained by analyzing the consumption before and after and during the application. As
mentioned by Department of Energy website “The Smart Grid and the technologies embodied within it
are an essential set of investments that will help bring our electric grid into the 21st century using
megabytes of data to move megawatts of electricity more efficiently, reliably and affordably. In the
process, our nation’s electric system will move from a centralized, producer-controlled network to a less
centralized, more consumer-interactive, more environmentally responsive model.” (Department of
Energy) Therefore, it is really important to be part of this network to provide a very flexible network for
the nation.
Besides, there should be a smooth integration in those power systems where the smart grid
technology plays a key role in making the energy systems more robust and efficient. The smart grid can
help incorporate greater shares of variable renewables and help accommodate the large-scale
electrification needed for transport, heating or industrial processes. As mentioned above, the large firms
can join and generate their own electricity using different types of renewable energy to contribute to the
grid and therefore the integration among them is important. According to IEA “As energy demand
becomes progressively more digitalized and more consumers generate and store their own energy,
integration technologies can facilitate their participation in energy system operations.” (IEA, 2019) Further
efforts to enforce regulatory structures recognizing and rewarding investment in emerging digital
9

technologies are required in order to provide the most efficient method easing the smart grid concept.
Besides, there aren’t clear information about power authorities worldwide that uses smart phone
applications to enroll and sign in smart grid plan which will be a lead here in Dubai.
The primary technology for the production of renewable energy is known to be the smart grid.
Abundant distributed renewable energy resources surrounding isolated cities provide a unique
opportunity to grow smart and cost-effective isolated microgrids that enable efficient use of local
resources, reduction of operating costs and reliance on fossil fuels, lifetime extension of the system
components, local community involvement ( R. Palma-Behnke, L. Reyes and G. Jiménez-Estévez). There
are companies around the world that implements similar solutions and offer protection against fault
current, weather data integration, etc. however they do not come near to the solutions they offer as they
cut cost around the corner and get complicated law suits, which spins around in circle to bring who is at
fault, hence wasting both money and energy. The question remains are there qualified companies around
the world that provides organizations with the necessary solutions to their problems? The answer is yes,
one of those organizations is DEWA, a globally renowned company that offer one of the greatest water
and electricity solutions to their customers having their outage in yearly basis come around 2 to 3 minutes
at best whereas other famous companies that reside within UK have an outage of 30 minutes or more
minutes of outage on an annual base, hence the focus on bringing companies around the world to sign up
their applications within UAE smart grid solutions.
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Chapter 3- Project Description
3.1 Smart Grid Solution
The idea of Smart Grid was envisioned and introduced by various organizations and authors. Similarly, the
development of an acceptable concept of the Smart Grid has been Attempted by numerous organizations
and authors. Two distinct methods have been accepted and published around the world, and they are
solution’s perspective and components’ perspective. There have been multiple definitions stated by
renowned companies around the world such as ABB, Cisco, Electric Power Research Institute, as well as
articles and report generated by companies such as Engineering and Technology, Gharavi and Ghafurian,
etc. hence, there are multiple definitions of Smart Grid application usage and based on their usage their
definition might differ. The Smart Grid therefore ensures that the needs and capacities of all generating
facilities, grid operators, end users and the energy sector stakeholders are coordinated. To ensure that all
components of the system work as effectively as possible, minimizing costs and environmental effects
while optimizing the protection of the system, Reliability, elasticity, and stability. The following figure
showcases how Smart Grid exchanges information seamlessly across enterprises.

Figure 1: Smart Grid exchanging information seamlessly (Mansoor, 2008)
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3.2 Basic components of Smart Grid Solution
Similarly, the basic components of the Smart Grid solution had multiple companies resource pool their
definitions and establish two approaches for to be the basic components of a Smart Grid solution. The
following are the approaches with their respective components:
•

Functionality approach:
o

Optimize: Utilization of assets and operational performance.

o

Accommodate: it accommodates all the storage options regardless of their generation.

o

Provide: it provides the best quality of power in an economical fashion.

o

Anticipate: should the system provides notifications; it responds immediately and take
action plan against threats.

o

Operate: it acts and defends against all manner of threats i.e. cyber and natural attacks.

o

Enable:
§

Enable the market to host new products, services and solutions.

§

Enable the exchange of consumer feedback and take their participation into
consideration.

•

Broad approach:
o

Adaptive: the system does not require interference from the operator, as it can self-adapt
to the situation at hand making it smart.

o

Flexible: the system is flexible as it in it does not require to be manually redistributed, it
can redistribute itself in the network and allow safe communication.

o

Predictive: it can predict whether the system is in need of an update in one of its
functionalities before anything happens that might halt its workflow.

o

Integrated: this occurs mainly and is super beneficial in real time communications.
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o

Interactive: it can provide status to both customers and operators through
communication lines with adequate information.

o

Optimized: the system controls every aspect of its components and have the knowledge
of the status of its components and whether they are in for an update or not.

o

Secure: the system is optimized and secure in itself, however it also requires to be able
to withstand cyber and natural attacks so that it can retain the title of being Smart Grid.

As mentioned above, both approaches are deeply interconnected to each other and tackle almost similar
aspects, however the major difference is in its application as each are used in different applications. The
below figure showcases the transition of energy usage through Smart Grid solutions:

Figure 2: traditional energy vs. Smart Grid solution (Stockmar, 2018)
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Chapter 4- Project Analysis
4.1 Basic Blocks of the Smart Grid Solution
The Smart Grid solution will show a full flow chart of the smart grid concept in Dubai powered by DEWA.
It will allow companies to understand how the procedure of the smart grid works and how through
applying it, will affect the existing network of the organization and the benefits of being part of the new
joined network of companies who utilize Smart Grid solution. The app will smooth the complicated
processes where it will allow the companies to register themselves through an easy platform that is
available to everyone in this day and age, i.e. IOS and Android supported systems. Moreover, the interface
is user friendly and provides a trouble-free series of steps to be part of the network. Essentially, the main
functions that should be present within the Smart Grid solution are the following:
•

User-friendly interface that shows a brief overall process of Smart grid network

•

Detailed information of the importance of being part of the smart grid

•

Easy registration method with simple steps that are known to everyone

•

Smart metering system that shows instantaneous measures of the electricity consumption

•

Calculation of the next bill keeping in mind the benefits of applying through the Smart Grid
Solution, proving how beneficial it is to apply for the proposed solution.

The Smart Grid solution will focus on brining attention to all related aspects to energy saving approaches
and initiatives in Dubai where it will support the registered companies to be part of Dubai’s Smart Grid
global network. In addition, the solution will also showcase the best practices done throughout the world
contributing to the transparency initiative, through being open to their best practices for newly registered
companies within the solution.
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4.2 Design of the Smart Grid Solution
Smart Grid solution when applied in correct manner it contributes enormously to companies saving
budget and resources on supplying their business with sufficient energy while not needing to pay huge
sums of money that could be utilized in different aspects of the business itself. The benefit can vary
depending on the situation applied; however, they can be summarized as follow (Salman):
•

Technical benefits: full deployment of Smart Grid solution will yield the following technical
benefits:

•

•

o

Improvement in energy efficiency

o

Improvement of Grid reliability

o

Improvement in operational efficiency

o

Improvement in security

o

Increase in the supply quality

o

Improvement in Grid connection

Environmental benefits: full deployment of the solution will yield the following results:
o

Reduction in the emissions of carbon, thus saving the environment

o

Climate change benefits such as wind, solar and hydro

Electricity marketing benefits: reducing the price of electricity making it a viable option for so
many people and enable them to afford it

In order to get Smart Grid solution implemented a frontend and a backend of the solution need to be
established and understood, therefore allowing companies to gain the aforementioned benefits of
applying Smart Grid Solution.
•

Frontend:
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o

Customer applications: it consists of devices that can communicate with each other to
reserve energy usage, i.e. smart appliances

o

Smart meter: it allows the solution to report the following:
§

Usage by time and outages in real time

§

Remote connect and disconnect

§

Improves from the operational side of distribution for organizations such as
retails and delivery services

o

Grid applications: Automation of the services provided by the Grid, it allows to remotely
monitor the services, provides preventative maintenance, and generates an accurate
balancing of energy distribution

The frontend of the solution should be similar to the following figure as it best describes its frontend
functionalities:

Figure 3: a look at the frontend of Smart Grid Solution (Violette, Daniel and Gilbert, Erik and Rogers,
Brad, 2011)
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•

Backend:
o

Data collection: multiple integrations are done from the frontend systems to generate a
decision-making tool that provides accurate decision-making abilities.

o

Data processing: a number of scripts running to calculate the required amount of energy
to be distributed to the requesting service from the frontend system, generate reports on
which systems require updates and apply those updates based on the decision made by
the Smart Grid Solution.

The below figure showcases how data is being collected and processed from the backend side of the Smart
Grid solution:

Figure 4: a look at the backend of Smart Grid Solution (Li, Bo and Wang, Yudong and Li, Jian and Cao,
Shengxian, 2018)
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, the Smart Grid solution is indeed a great initiative that have proven to be very valuable in
the companies that have implemented some of its features around the world as it saved for them money
and resources that could have been wasted due to lack of such solution, however there yet to be a fully
Smart Grid solution to be implemented that have all above mentioned factors that makes it a supreme
solution to organizations that want to cut back on electricity usage and benefit the environment around
them. Applying the Smart Grid solution requires complex engineering and programming of multiple
objects and the collaborative work of all entities who contribute to the success of the Smart Grid solution
from vendors, enterprise IT entities, engineering teams, consumers, etc. This study aim to enlighten the
companies around the world of the importance of Smart Grid solution that is provided through DEWA in
UAE as it aspires to become a world leader in energy conservation and reduce the effects of carbon
emissions on the environment to sustain life on Earth.

5.2 Future Work
If there is any chance in the future, I would very much be willing to dive deeper into this study and try to
produce a prototype of the project and present it to DEWA and have the developing and strategy team
there inspect the work and evaluate how feasible it is to be applied and how much money it can save
organizations around the world should they sign in for the solution. Furthermore, if there are more
resources provided for this project, I would like to indulge into the other aspects of the Smart Grid
solutions that I was unable to tackle through this study, which are as follow:
•

Distribution, substation automation

•

Self-healing Grid; a wonderous idea that I would very much like to apply here within UAE
organization through DEWA as a medium.
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